# Blackboard Collaborate

## Help Documents

- Creating a Blackboard Collaborate Ultra Session in eLC
- Creating a Blackboard Collaborate Session in eLC
- Adding a Blackboard Collaborate link to a module in eLC
- Joining a Blackboard Collaborate Session in eLC
- Blackboard Collaborate Participant Panel Overview
- Blackboard Collaborate Audio and Video Tool
- Blackboard Collaborate Chat Tool
- Blackboard Collaborate Whiteboard Tool
- Uploading PowerPoint Presentation to a Blackboard Collaborate Session
- Blackboard Collaborate Web Tour Tool
- Blackboard Collaborate Application Sharing Tool
- Blackboard Collaborate Breakout Rooms
- Blackboard Collaborate Recording Tool

## External Resources

- Blackboard Collaborate Support Website

---

### Need additional support?

If you have a question that has not been answered in our Blackboard Collaborate help documentation or FAQ pages, please click the "Submit a ticket" button to contact the Franklin OIT Help Desk and we will be happy to help!